Data Privacy
The Potential Risk to Your Entire Business Platform

May 10, 2019  7:30am-10:30am

Data security and privacy issues will continue to escalate for all business in 2019-2020. This interactive forum lead by CEOs, CTO and CIOs will focus on the strategic to tactical actions every organization must take now not only to be in compliance, but also to protect their digital assets.

- CCPA Impacts - What & Why
- A “next practices” look at risks, preparation and strategy
- Unseen investment costs - staff, external support and audit function
- Enforcement - Proactive strategies to protect your business from exposure

Who will attend:  CEOs, CIOs, CTOs, Top Functional/Divisional Leaders

Held at: UCI Applied Innovation 5141 California Ave Irvine, Ca 92697

Registration Site:  www.enpinstitute.com/events